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Abstract—Maximizing the coherent processing interval (CPI) is
crucial when performing passive radar detection on weak signal
reflections. In practice however, the CPI is limited by the target
movement. In this work, the extent of the range and Doppler
migration effects occurring when using a long CPI to integrate
the returns from an L-band digital aeronautical communication
system (LDACS) based passive radar is studied. In particular,
our simulations underline the extensive Doppler migration effect
that arises even for non-accelerating targets. To this end, the
Keystone transform and fractional Fourier transform techniques
are combined with the standard passive radar processing to
enable the compensation of both range and Doppler migration
effects. This non-model based approach is, however, shown to
have limitations, in particular for low signal-to-noise ratios and/or
multi-target scenarios. To address these shortcomings, a novel
model-based framework that allows to perform joint target de-
tection and parameter estimation is developed. For this, a super-
resolution sparse Bayesian learning approach is employed. This
technique uses a multi-target observation model which accurately
accounts for the underlying range and Doppler migration effects
and provides super-resolution estimation capabilities. This is
particularly advantageous in the LDACS case since the narrow
bandwidth generally limits the separation of closely spaced
targets. The simulation experiments demonstrate the effectiveness
of the algorithm and the advantages it provides when compared
to the standard migration compensation approach.

Index Terms—coherent processing, range and Doppler migration,
LDACS, passive radar, keystone transform, fractional Fourier
transform, FrFT, sparse Bayesian learning, super-resolution

I. INTRODUCTION

The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the matched filter output,
while central to the radar operation in general, is particularly
crucial for passive radar systems where weak signal reflections
are used for target detection and estimation purposes. Since the
output SNR is directly proportional to the coherent processing
interval (CPI) employed, maximizing the CPI is essential for
reliable passive radar operation. The CPI duration is neverthe-
less limited by the target motion and by the dimensions of the
radar resolution cell. Using a long CPI can result in the target
migrating over multiple cells, resulting in an energy dispersion
and leading to “migrated” parameter estimates.
Traditionally, to benefit from a long CPI, the migration effects
associated with the target movement need to be compensated.
Various works in the literature have addressed the topic of
migration compensation in radar systems. While the majority
of these works have been primarily developed for synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) and pulsed radar systems [1]–[7], some
efforts have been made to apply these techniques also to
passive radar systems [8]–[14].

The problem of linear range migration (RM) has been ad-
dressed, among others, in [1], [2], [8], [11], [14]. The Keystone
transform (KT) is one of the most commonly used techniques
since it allows for correcting the linear RM caused by a con-
stant target velocity. This is achieved without a-priori velocity
information by appropriately rescaling the time dimension.
Additionally, some research works have also considered the
correction of the quadratic RM and Doppler frequency migra-
tion (DFM) effects induced by a constant target acceleration
[3]–[7], [9], [10], [12], [15]. Most of these works are directed
at the detection or imaging of high-speed maneuvering targets
in pulsed radar or SAR systems. Nevertheless, the impact of
these effects is particularly crucial, even for non-accelerating
targets, also in passive radar systems with a long CPI [10]. This
is due to the high Doppler resolution and the bistatic Doppler
shift variations which result in a relative geometry-induced
acceleration and lead to DFM and quadratic RM effects. The
compensation challenge arises here from the coupling of the
RM and DFM effects. For the single target case, the migration
effects can be decoupled if they are compensated for in a
specific order [5]. This allows for the quadratic and linear RM
to be corrected using two KT operations with the same time
rescaling [5]. In between the KT operations, the DFM chirp
component is compensated after using, e.g., fractional Fourier
transform (FrFT), to estimate the chirp rate. The compensation
of both RM and DFM for single target passive radar scenarios
has been addressed in [9], [10], [12], [13], [15], [16].
Comparatively, in a multi-target case the superposition of
chirps and the coupling of the RM and DFM effects make the
overall compensation routine very challenging. In the radar
literature, the multi-target scenario has been often considered
in conjunction with the simplified assumptions that: a) only
linear RM is present [1], [2], b) only DFM is present [17],
[18], c) RM-DFM coupling is not accounted for [9], or d)
successive target RM and DFM compensation, detection, and
cancellation is enabled by model-based CLEAN-like schemes
[3], [6], [7], [19], [20]. The CLEAN-type algorithms aim
to successively detect and remove the contributions of the
strong targets from the received signal such that to allow
for detecting any weaker targets. Nevertheless, we note that,
especially in passive radar scenarios, the low input SNR
and/or resolution limitations impose considerable challenges
towards: i) obtaining reliable chirp rate estimates using FrFT-
like techniques for DFM compensation, and ii) successfully
applying CLEAN since its performance is largely impacted
by inaccurate estimates.
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A passive radar based on the L-band digital aeronautical com-
munication system (LDACS) is intended to provide accurate
backup non-cooperative surveillance for critical civil aviation
scenarios. These encompass, e.g., a transponder malfunction or
shut down, or the need for non-cooperative aircraft localization
[21]. Unlike other signals of opportunity, the LDACS signals
are dedicated aeronautical communication signals, transmitted
in aviation safety allocated frequency bands, and already di-
rected towards the sky. The low transmit power of the LDACS
system limits however the achievable detection performance.
In this work, we first assess the extent of the migration
effects when using a long CPI in an LDACS-based bistatic
passive radar. Assuming non-accelerating targets, the small
geometry-induced relative acceleration is shown to give rise
to extensive DFM effects. To allow for a coherent SNR
increase, we combine the KT and FrFT with the standard
passive radar processing such that to compensate for the linear
RM, quadratic RM, and DFM effects. Although a successful
migration compensation is enabled for single target scenarios
and ideal SNR conditions, the FrFT accuracy of the chirp rate
estimate is not sufficient to fully compensate for the DFM in
low input SNR conditions. Moreover, multi-target scenarios
also pose challenges to this compensation approach.
We are therefore interested to address the shortcomings of
this non-model based migration compensation approach using
a model-based approach. In [22] we used a super-resolution
(SR) sparse Bayesian learning (SBL) scheme to perform joint
target detection and parameter estimation while accounting
only for the linear RM. In this paper, we extend our work
in [22] such that to employ a multi-target observation model
accurately characterizing the linear RM, quadratic RM, and
DFM effects. The resulting SR-SBL model-based approach is
intrinsically a generalization of CLEAN, implementing succes-
sive interference cancellation, however, using non-discretized
parameter estimates while also imposing sparsity constraints
and successively updating the targets’ parameters.
A sparse Bayesian estimation approach for migrating targets
has been previously considered in [23] in the context of using
a wideband pulsed-Doppler radar with a low pulse repetition
frequency. The work in [23] was aimed at using the linear
RM information to unambiguously measure the target velocity.
By contrast, we consider the problem of jointly detecting and
estimating targets in a narrowband passive radar scenario,
that is, a scenario in which the signal bandwidth is much
smaller than the carrier frequency. While the use of a long
CPI leads to the same linear RM effects as in [23], in our
case no velocity ambiguities arise due to the appropriately
chosen segment length. However, DFM plays an important
role and needs to be accounted for. Moreover, in our case
the parameter space is not discretized and the variational
Bayesian (VB) framework is used to construct an analytical
approximation to the posterior distribution while in [23] a
numerical approximation is employed.
A sparsity-driven approach was also considered in [17] in the
context of estimating the parameters of multiple closely spaced
and migrating targets. Nevertheless, the work in [17] assumes
a passive multistatic SAR geometry and only accounts for
the target DFM. Also, the parameter space is discretized and

the multiple bistatic links are used to formulate the parameter
estimation as a group sparse reconstruction problem.
The main contributions of our work are given as follows:

1) We study the extent of the RM and DFM effects, arising
when using a long CPI to integrate the returns from a
medium velocity target, e.g., commercial aircraft with
average cruising speed between 205-255 m/s, using
LDACS radar simulated data and develop an analytical
framework to analyze the origin of the migration effects.

2) We combine state-of-the-art KT and FrFT techniques to
jointly compensate for the linear RM, quadratic RM, and
DFM effects for single target scenarios. The effective-
ness of this non-model based method with regards to the
coherent target SNR increase as well as its limitations in
low SNR and/or multiple target scenarios are assessed.

3) We develop an observation model which accurately
characterizes the signals in terms of both RM and DFM
effects and establish a novel model-based framework
for performing joint multi-target detection and parameter
estimation. Since the parameter space is not discretized,
this also allows for SR estimation capabilities.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
signal and system model are introduced in Section II. The
cross-ambiguity function (CAF) evaluation, the fast-time/slow-
time representation, and the analytical framework used to
analyze the migration effects are the subject of Section III.
The KT and FrFT are combined to allow for a complete RM
and DFM compensation in single target scenarios in Section
IV. The SR-SBL approach, performing joint detection and
parameter estimation while accounting for the RM and DFM,
is developed for multi-target scenarios in Section V. Section
VI concludes this work.

II. SIGNAL AND SYSTEM MODEL

A. Transmit Signal Model

In this work, we consider a classical OFDM transmit signal
model. The baseband representation of the signal emitted by
the LDACS ground station is given as [24]:

s(t) =
L−1∑
l=0

Nu/2∑
k=−Nu/2

ck,le
j2πk∆f(t−Tcp−lTs)w(t− lTs) ,

0 ≤ t < LTs + Tw , (1)

where L is the number of OFDM symbols, Nu is the number
of subcarriers, ck,l are the transmitted symbols, ∆f = 1/Tu
is the subcarrier spacing, and Tu is the useful OFDM symbol
duration. The variable Ts = Tu + Tw + Tg denotes the total
symbol duration, Tg is the guard-interval length, and w(t) is
a standard raised-cosine window with roll-off factor αroll and
duration Tw = αrollTs. The LDACS transmission parameters
are summarized in Table I [24].

B. Bistatic Radar Geometry

To characterize the bistatic radar geometry we make use of
the North-referenced coordinate system in Fig. 1. The ranges
RT and RR are the transmitter (TX)-to-target and target-to-
receiver (RX) ranges. Parameter Lb is the baseline distance
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TABLE I: LDACS Signal Transmission Parameters

Parameter Value

Bandwidth (B) 500 kHz
Carrier frequency (fc) 971.5 MHz

Subcarriers used (Nu) 50

Total symbol duration (Ts) 120 µs
Useful symbol duration (Tu) 102.4 µs
Guard interval duration (Tg) 4.8 µs
Window roll-off factor (αroll) 0.107

between the TX and RX, while θR and θT are the RX and
TX look angles. The bistatic angle is β and φ measures the
angle between the velocity vector and the bistatic bisector.

bistatic
bisector

Target

N N

Fig. 1: Bistatic radar geometry in the North-referenced coor-
dinate system

C. Reflected Signal Model

The passband LDACS transmit signal ŝ(t) is modeled as

ŝ(t) = s(t)ej2πfct . (2)

Assuming that the direct path interference has already been
removed at the RX, the received passband signal r̂(t), after
being reflected from one moving point target, is a noisy,
attenuated, and time delayed version of ŝ(t) [25]:

r̂(t) = αŝ(t− τ(t)) + ψ̂(t)

= αs(t− τ(t))ej2πfc(t−τ(t)) + ψ̂(t) . (3)

In (3), α denotes the complex attenuation coefficient, ψ̂(t) is
the passband complex additive white Gaussian noise, and τ(t)
is the varying bistatic delay. The extent of variation in τ(t)
depends on the target movement during the CPI duration T .
This becomes significant for long T and/or fast moving targets.
Assuming that the target range R(t) is such that dR(t)/dt�
c, where c is the speed of light, τ(t) can be expressed as [26]

τ(t) = τ0 −
ν0

fc
t+

a0

2c
t2 , (4)

where τ0 is the initial bistatic delay, a0 is the geometry-
induced acceleration, and ν0 is the initial bistatic Doppler shift

ν0

fc
=

2v

c
cos (φ0) cos

(
β0

2

)
, (5)

where β0 and φ0 denote the initial angles (see Fig. 1). Inserting
(4) in (3), received signal r̂(t) is expressed as [25]

r̂(t) = αs

(
t−
(
τ0 −

ν0

fc
t+

a0

2c
t2
))
×

ej2πfc(t−(τ0− ν0fc t+
a0
2c t

2)) + ψ̂(t) , (6)

which after demodulation results in the baseband model:

r(t) = αe−j2πfcτ0s

(
t− τ0 +

ν0

fc
t− a0

2c
t2
)
×

ej2πν0te−j2πfc
a0
2c t

2

+ ψ(t) . (7)

From (7), we see that the Doppler effect is reflected in: i) the
time scaling of the complex envelope and ii) the carrier fre-
quency shift. Intuitively, the time compression/dilation arises
due to the target moving towards/further away from the TX/RX
during the CPI. This results in a varying bistatic range and
can give rise to RM effects [25]. The condition under which
the target velocity induced RM effects can be neglected is a
function of the time-bandwidth (TB) product [25], [26]:

T
ν0

fc
� 1

B
→ TB � fc

ν0
, practically TB ≤ fc

10ν0
. (8)

Similarly, the condition under which the impact of the target
acceleration on the complex envelope can be neglected is [26]:

T 2 a0

2c
� 1

B
→ T 2B � 2c

a0
, practically T 2B ≤ 2c

10a0
. (9)

The equations (8) and (9) essentially state that the lin-
ear/quadratic RM effects are negligible when the change in
the signal duration due to the target velocity/acceleration are
smaller than the delay resolution. Similarly, the frequency shift
induced by the complex exponential e−j2πfc

a0
2c t

2

is responsible
for the DFM and can only be neglected as long as the
associated velocity change is less than the velocity resolution

a0T �
λ

2T
→ T �

√
λ

2a0
. (10)

With a passive radar, target detection and parameter estimation
are traditionally performed by evaluating the CAF, i.e., corre-
lating r(t) with delayed and Doppler shifted versions of the
reference1 transmit signal s(t). In what follows, we formally
introduce the CAF and its connection to the migration effects.

III. CAF AND MIGRATION EFFECTS

A. CAF Evaluation

The CAF is expressed as

χCAF(τH , νH) =

T∫
0

r(t)s∗(t− τH)e−j2πνHtdt , (11)

where 0 ≤ τH ≤ τmax, −νmax ≤ νH ≤ νmax, while τmax and
νmax denote the maximum expected delay and Doppler shift.
In this work, we use the fast-time/slow-time representation
well known from the pulsed radar to evaluate (11). This
representation allows to compute an efficient approximation to
the CAF in (11) while also providing a framework to analyze
the migration effects [27].
Signal s(t) is assumed to consist of Nseg contiguous segments,
each of duration Tr and consisting of Lseg samples. For
sampling frequency fs, Tr = Lseg/fs and T = LsegNseg/fs.

1We assume that a separate (possibly cable) transmission is available
to make the LDACS reference signal accessible at the RX. Employing a
directional antenna to collect the direct signal would not help in this case
since both reference and surveillance antennas would be directed at the sky.
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The segments are zero-padded with Lmax = τmaxfs samples
and arranged as the columns of a matrix S. Furthermore, r(t)
is divided in Nseg segments of duration Tr + τmax, with each
two adjacent segments having an overlap of Lmax samples,
arranged as the columns of another matrix R, see also Fig. 2.
The overlap is needed to ensure that the mth transmit segment
is “found” in the mth receive segment.

fa
st

 -ti
m

e

slow-time

= =

Fig. 2: Batches signal segmentation procedure used to evaluate
the CAF (adapted from [27])

Assuming that for small values of Tr× νmax the Doppler shift
within a segment is constant, the Batches approximation to
(11) can be expressed as [27]

χbCAF(τH , νH) = e−j2πνHTr/2
Nseg−1∑
m=0

e−j2πνHmTr×

Tr+τmax∫
0

rm(t′)s∗m(t′ − τH)dt′ , (12)

where t′ denotes the fast-time, m is the discrete slow-time,
related as t = t′ + mTr, and rm(t′) and sm(t′) are the mth

receive and transmit segments [27]. Compared to (11), the
Doppler mismatch introduced within each block in (12) leads
to an SNR loss which is a function of the target Doppler
shift and of the ambiguity function of the transmit segments
[27]. The number of samples Lseg is generally chosen such
that: a) the Doppler shift is unambiguous, νmax < 1/(2Tr) =
fs/(2Lseg) and b) the SNR loss at νmax is less than 1 dB. A
general “rule of thumb” to ensure the latter has been given in
[11] for phase-shift keying signals as: Lseg < fs/(3.824 νmax).
To obtain the delay-Doppler response from (12) we compute:

1) The cross-correlations between rm(t′) and sm(t′)
2) The FT along slow-time index m.

Next, we assess the extent of the migration effects when
coherently integrating the LDACS returns over a long CPI.
To simulate the LDACS received signal we use the Flexible,
Extensible Radar and Sonar Simulator (FERS) from [28],
[29]. The input LDACS signal is a simplified LDACS version
with pilot symbols replaced by independent and identically
distributed (IDD) symbols. Also, an oversampled version
with fs = 1.25 MHz is used to generate accurate results
in FERS. The mean power of the oversampled samples is
normalized to match the energy of the LDACS signal sampled
at the bandwidth B. As radar simulator parameters, we use
P ov
T = PTGTGR

LTLR
= 158 W to denote the combined transmit

power together with unit efficiency isotropic antennas and no
system losses. The equivalent noise temperature is Te = 578
K and corresponds to a 3 dB RX noise figure. The bistatic
parameters are summarized in Table II. The delay-Doppler
plots obtained when evaluating (12) using the processing
parameters in Table III are presented in Fig. 3a for a stationary
target and in Fig. 3b for a moving target.

TABLE II: Bistatic geometry
parameters

Parameter Value

RR,0 25.25 km
RT,0 30.2 km
Lb 26.4 km

τ0 184.97 µs
β0 56.0189◦

φ0 34.9671◦

ν0 990.79 Hz

v 211.2975 m/s

TABLE III: Processing and
input parameters

Parameter Value

T 4 s
fs 1.25 MHz
Ns 5× 106

Lseg 200
Nseg 25000
Lmax 400

|α|2 -178.84 dB
σ2
s -5.27 dB

σ2
ψ = NR -143 dB
SNRin -41.1 dB

The stationary response is concentrated at the true target delay
and 0 Hz Doppler shift. Comparatively, in the moving case the
energy is dispersed over multiple cells and both RM and DFM
are clearly observed. To better interpret the results in Fig. 3,
we first assess the input SNR, denoted as SNRin, as the average
signal SNR at the RX input

SNRin =
|α|2 σ2

s

σ2
ψ

, (13)

where |α|2 is the attenuation parameter, σ2
s is the average

power of an LDACS signal sample, and σ2
ψ = NR = kBTeBeff

is the thermal noise power at the RX. All input parameters
are summarized in Table III, where we note that the noise
bandwidth considered is specific to FERS, i.e., Beff = fs/2.
Next, we introduce SNRout as the peak output SNR after
correlation processing, as given by |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 from (11).
Intuitively, the peak instantaneous output power occurs when
the filter is perfectly matched, i.e., (τH , νH) = (τa, νa). Also,
the average output noise power, i.e., the noise floor, is given by
the correlation between the white noise and the signal samples.
For Ns processed samples, SNRout takes the form

SNRout =

∣∣∣∣∣α Ns∑
n=1
|s(n)|2

∣∣∣∣∣
2

E


∣∣∣∣∣ Ns∑n=1

ψ(n)s∗(n)

∣∣∣∣∣
2


=

∣∣αNsσ2
s

∣∣2
Nsσ2

ψσ
2
s

=
|α|2 σ2

s

σ2
ψ

Ns , (14)

clearly depicting the expected coherent integration gain Ns

SNRout = SNRin ×Ns . (15)

The ideally expected output SNR parameters, given by (14),
are summarized in Table IV along with the actually measured
ones for both the stationary and moving target scenarios. In
the stationary case the Batches algorithm is an exact imple-
mentation of the CAF and the measured quantities closely
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Fig. 3: |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 - Delay-Doppler response, T = 4 s

TABLE IV: Ideal vs. measured output SNR parameters

Parameter Peak signal power Noise floor SNRout Integration gain

Ideal -55.4 dB -81.3 dB 25.88 dB 66.98 dB
Measured - stationary target -55.69 dB -81.3 dB 25.59 dB 66.69 dB
Measured - moving target -69.3 dB -81.3 dB 12 dB 53.1 dB

match the predicted ones. The slight peak power loss is due
to the delay discretization and its extent is reduced here due
to oversampling. The expected noise floor is consistent with
averaging the CAF responses in both Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b.
Comparatively, in the moving scenario the target energy is
dispersed over multiple range and Doppler cells and the delay
and Doppler shift estimates are “migrated” from the true ones.
Accounting for both RM and DFM effects is therefore crucial
to allowing for a coherent SNR increase.

B. Range and Doppler Migration

The migration effects are classified as a function of the
target motion characteristics as [7]: i) linear RM for constant
velocity, and ii) quadratic RM and second order DFM for
constant acceleration. To inspect their origin, we start with the
integral in (12), denoting the cross-correlation over segment
m in the fast-time slow-time (ftst) domain, rewritten as

Xftst (t′,m) =

Tr+τmax∫
0

rm(y)s∗m(y − t′)dy . (16)

Due to the segmentation used to obtain rm(y) from r(t), eval-
uating (16) is not straightforward. Following the derivations
in Appendix A, (16) can be expressed in the fast-frequency
slow-time (ffst) domain as in (17), with Xm(f −ν0) denoting
the cross-terms contribution due to the Batches processing.
The last three exponential terms in (17) depict the origin of
the linear RM, quadratic RM, and DFM. The RM arises due
to the coupling between fast-frequency f and slow-time m

or m2. This implies that the signal phase changes differently
with respect to slow-time for each fast-frequency [11]. The
DFM chirp in (17) arises due to the large bistatic Doppler
shift variations and high Doppler resolution. In what follows,
we address the compensation of these migration effects.

IV. RANGE AND DOPPLER MIGRATION COMPENSATION

Conventional approaches aim to correct for the RM and DFM.
The starting point for this is (17), given in discrete form as

Xffst[k,m] = αk,me
−j2πfkτ0×

e
j2πν0

(
fk+fc
fc

)
mTre

−j2π a02λ

(
fk+fc
fc

)
(mTr)2

, (18)

where k = 0, · · · ,K−1 is the fast-frequency bin, K = NFFT,ft,
αk,m = αe−j2πfcτ0 [(Sm(fk − ν0) +Xm(fk − ν0))S∗m(fk)],
and the kth fast-frequency sub-band, fk, is given as:

fk =

{
k
K fs, 0 ≤ k ≤ K/2− 1
k−K
K fs, K/2 ≤ k ≤ K − 1

. (19)

The linear RM, quadratic RM, and DFM effects, all coupled
through m, can be compensated for in 3 steps as follows [5]:

1) Apply the Keystone transform to (18) to compensate
for the quadratic RM by rescaling the slow-time m −→
m
√

fc
fk+fc

. The compensated response is X1
ffst [k,m]:

X1
ffst [k,m] = α̂k,me

−j2πfkτ0e
j2πν0

(
fk+fc
fc

)
m
√

fc
fk+fc

Tr×

e
−j2π a02λ

(
fk+fc
fc

)
m2
(

fc
fk+fc

)
T 2
r

= α̂k,me
−j2πfkτ0 ej2πν0

√
fk+fc
fc

mTr︸ ︷︷ ︸
leftover linear RM

e−j2π
a0
2λm

2T 2
r︸ ︷︷ ︸

DFM

(20)

Xffst(f,m) = α [(Sm(f − ν0) +Xm(f − ν0))S∗m(f)] e−j2πfcτ0e−j2πfτ0 ej2πν0(
f+fc
fc

)mTr︸ ︷︷ ︸
linear RM

e−j2π
a0
2λ

f
fc

(mTr)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
quadratic RM

e−j2π
a0
2λ (mTr)2︸ ︷︷ ︸

DFM

+ Ψm(f)S∗m(f) . (17)
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2) Employ the fractional Fourier transform to estimate the
chirp rate −a0λ in (20) and use it to compensate for the
DFM chirp. Accounting for the first two compensation
steps, we obtain:

X1,2
ffst [k,m] = α̂k,me

−j2πfkτ0ej2πν0
√
fk+fc
fc

mTr×

e−j2π
a0
2λm

2T 2
r ej2π

â0
2λm

2T 2
r

= α̂k,me
−j2πfkτ0ej2πν0

√
fk+fc
fc

mTr , for a0 = â0 (21)

3) Finally, apply a second Keystone transform to (21) to
compensate for the remaining linear RM by rescaling
the slow-time again m −→ m

√
fc

fk+fc
. The overall

response, incorporating all 3 compensation steps, is:

X1,2,3
ffst [k,m] = α̂k,me

−j2πfkτ0e
j2πν0

√
fk+fc
fc

m
√

fc
fk+fc

Tr

X1,2,3
ffst [k,m] = α̂k,me

−j2πfkτ0ej2πν0mTr . (22)

The compensated response in (22) describes a non-migrated
target at (τ0, ν0). We note that weight α̂k,m in (22) can differ
from αk,m in (18) since it is also implicitly re-sampled by the
KT [14]. Next, we shortly introduce how the two transforms
are implemented for the purpose of this work.

A. Keystone Transform (KT)

Different methods can be used to implement the KT [2], [9],
[11], [14], among which we note the sinc-based interpolation
and the chirp-Z transform (CZT). The CZT in particular
exhibits a very low complexity and is the method of choice in
this work. Formally, the CZT of signal x(n) computes the M
length z-transform along spiral contours in the z-plane [30]

CZT {x(n)} = C(m) =

Ns−1∑
n=0

x(n)z−nm , (23)

where m = 0, · · · ,M − 1, zm = A × W−m defines the
contour of interest, A = A0e

j2πθ0 is the starting point of the
contour, and W = W0e

j2πφ0 gives the sample spacing on the
contour. To allow for an efficient implementation of the CZT
using FFT operations, (23) is computed as in [30]. The input
signals for the CZT-based KT operation in Step 1) are the rows
of Xffst in (18). Since the CZT delivers the re-sampled signal
in the slow-frequency domain, an additional IFFT operation is
required after the CZT to return to slow-time before the DFM
compensation in Step 2). The input signals to the CZT-based
KT operation in Step 3) are the rows of X1,2

ffst in (21). The
CZT parameters are summarized in Table V.

TABLE V: CZT parameters

Parameter Value

Ns = M Nseg

A0 = W0 1
θ0 1

φ0,k −
√

fk+fc
fc

1
M

Inputs

{
Xffst [k, :]

X1,2
ffst [k, :]

TABLE VI: FRFT parameters

Parameter Value

λ 0.3086 m
Ns Nseg = M

PRF 1/Tr
αrot arot × π

2

arot ∈ [ 0.99, 1)

∆arot 10−4

Inputs X1
ffst [k, :]

B. Fractional Fourier Transform (FrFT)

The FrFT is a generalization of the classical FT characterized
by the rotation angle αrot. It provides numerous advantages
when analyzing chirp signals [18], [31]–[33], since, for an
optimum αrot, projecting a chirp onto the FrFT concentrates
its energy in a single impulse and maximizes its amplitude.
Also, the FrFT is a linear transform, which implies that no
cross-terms are introduced for multi-target scenarios.
The FrFT of a generic chirp signal x(t) = ejπ(ϕ0+2f0t+crt

2)

with chirp rate cr = ao/λ is defined as a function of the kernel
function K(αrot, u, t) such that [32]

Xαrot(u) = Fαrot {x(t)} =
∞∫
−∞

K(αrot, u, t)x(t)dt , where (24)

K(αrot, u, t) = (25)
√

1−j cotαrot
2π

expj
cotαrot

2
(u2+t2) exp

−j u
sinαrot

t
, αrot 6= nπ

δ(t− u) , αrot = n2π

δ(t+ u) , αrot + π = n2π

.

Generally, αrot is given as a function of the signal chirp rate,
number of samples Ns, and sampling frequency PRF [33]

αrot =
π

2
+ tan−1

(
Ns

PRF2

a0

λ

)
. (26)

To obtain the chirp rate of interest, we first estimate the
optimum αopt

rot by analyzing the FrFT magnitude which is
maximized when the chirp spectrum is most compact [34].
While the FrFT can be performed on any row of X1

ffst, to allow
for an increased accuracy for low input SNR conditions, the
FrFT-based estimation is applied to all the rows such that

αopt
rot = arg max

αrot

max
k

max
u

∣∣Xk
αrot

(u)
∣∣ . (27)

To evaluate the FrFT we use the algorithm in [35]–[37] and
map the search range for αrot in (27) to realistic accelerations.
Defining αrot = arot × π

2 we rewrite (26) as a function of â0:

â0 = −
[
tan

(
(arot − 1)

π

2

) λ

MT 2
r

]
. (28)

Generally arot ∈ [0, 4) [34]. Evaluating (28) for the specific
parameters in Table VI, and accounting for the small relative
accelerations of interest in this work, further reduces the
search range to arot ∈ [0.99, 1). The latter corresponds to
â0 ∈ [0, 7.57) m/s2. Finding the optimum arot is achieved here
by performing a linear search with a very fine increment ∆arot.
Alternatively, a coarse-to-fine approach [34] can be pursued.

C. Migration Compensation Routine

Let us now describe the overall compensation routine which
is summarized in Algorithm 1. We start from (12) and incor-
porate the KT and FrFT such as to obtain the compensated
response in (22). To assess the RM and DFM compensation
capabilities, we consider both single and multi-target scenarios
and apply Alg. 1 to the LDACS FERS radar simulated signal.
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(a) Uncompensated, noise-free
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(b) After first KT, noise-free
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(c) After KT and FrFT - ârot = 0.9984, noise-free

(d) Fully compensated, noise-free
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(e) Uncompensated, noisy measurement
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(f) After first KT, noisy measurement
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(g) Fully compensated - ârot = 0.9981, noisy
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(h) Fully compensated - ârot = 0.9984, noisy

Fig. 4: |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 - Delay-Doppler response at different stages, T = 4 s
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1) Single Target: We start with a single target scenario and
the ideal noise-free case. Figures 4a-4d depict the migration
effects at different compensation stages. In the uncompensated
response in Fig. 4a, extensive RM and DFM can be recog-
nized. After the first KT, Fig. 4b shows a reduced RM when
compared to Fig. 4a. Next, applying the FrFT results in Fig. 4c,
where the DFM is compensated and only a residual RM is left.
This step allows to obtain â0 = 1.2118 m/s2, which becomes

Algorithm 1 Range and Doppler Migration Compensation
1: Select T , fs, τmax, and νmax
2: Select Lseg to minimize SNR loss, avoid velocity ambigu-

ity, and ensure no range migration within Tr
3: Nseg ←

⌈
Tfs
Lseg

⌉
and Lmax ← τmaxfs

4: Carry out segmentation and reshaping to obtain S and R
5: NFFT,ft ← 2nextpow2(2×Lseg+Lmax−1) and NFFT,st ← Nseg

Part 1 – Fast-frequency/slow-time

6: for m = 1 : Nseg do
7: Xffst [:,m]← FFT∗ {S [:,m] , NFFT,ft} � FFT {R [:,m] , NFFT,ft}
8: end for

Part 2 – First CZT-KT RM Compensation

9: A← 1, NFFT,c ← 2nextpow2(2M−1)

10: for k = 1 : NFFT,ft do

11: Wk ← e−j
2π
M

√
fc+fk
fc

12: C [k, :]← CZT{Xffst [k, :]}
13: end for
14: X1

ffst ← IFFT {C, NFFT,st, 2}

Part 3 – FrFT-based DFM Compensation

15: arot = 0.99 : 10−4 : 0.999, αrot ← arot × π/2
16: for r = 1 : length(arot) do
17: for k = 1 : NFFT,ft do
18: Xαrot [k, :]← Fαrot {Xffst [k, :]}
19: end for
20: Xarot [r] = maxk maxu Xαrot

21: end for
22: ârot ← arg maxarot

{Xarot}
23: Compute acceleration estimate â0 from ârot using (28)
24: X1,2

ffst [k,m]← X1
ffst [k,m] ej2π

â0
2λm

2T 2
r

Part 4 – Second CZT-KT RM Compensation

25: A← 1, NFFT,c ← 2nextpow2(2M−1)

26: for k = 1 : Nfft,ft do

27: Wk ← e−j
2π
M

√
fc+fk
fc

28: X1,2,3
ffsf [k, :]← CZT

{
X1,2

ffst [k, :]
}

29: end for

Part 5 – Compensated Delay-Doppler CAF Response

30: Xftsf ← IFFT
{

X1,2,3
ffsf , NFFT,ft, 1

}
31: Xftsf ← Xftsf [1 : Lmax, :]
32: τH ← [0 : (Lmax − 1)] /fs
33: νH ←

[
−NFFT,st

2 : Nfft,st
2 − 1

]
× fs

Lseg

1
NFFT,st

34: |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 ← |Xftsf[:, :]|2

the “true” geometry induced acceleration. Finally, Fig. 4d
shows the fully compensated response. The target energy is
refocused at (τ̂0, ν̂0) = (184.8 µs, 990.75 Hz) with a peak
response of -56 dB. When accounting for the small delay
discretization and Batches approximation losses, this value
closely matches the ideal prediction in Table IV.
Next, Figs. 4e-4h show the results obtained in the presence
of noise. In particular with respect to the DFM compensation,
our simulations confirmed the challenge underlined in [17] of
obtaining an accurate chirp rate estimate. The low input SNR
and the small acceleration lead to the estimation being very
sensitive to the search interval and increment step used for
arot. Using a reduced search arot ∈ [0.997, 0.999] resulted in
ârot = 0.9981 and â0 = 1.439 m/s2. Since this does not
match the “true” noise-free value however, the DFM is not
fully compensated in Fig. 4g and part of the energy remains
dispersed, with the peak response reduced to −63.74 dB. By
comparison, Fig. 4h shows the response when the “true” â0 =
1.2118 m/s2 is used instead. The energy is mostly refocused
with a -57 dB peak response, pointing to conclude that even
a small inaccuracy in â0 can lead to a 7 dB SNR loss.
2) Multiple Targets: Next, we consider a two-target scenario
with parameters given as in Table VII. For simplicity, we look
at the noise-free case only. The uncompensated delay-Doppler
response is shown in Fig. 5a and depicts two targets impacted
by both RM and DFM. The fully compensated response
when applying Alg. 1 is shown in Fig. 5b. We observe that
while the RM appears corrected for both targets, the DFM
is only partially compensated for the second target. To better
understand the cause, we look at the multi-target data model,
which, using (18), can be expressed as:

Xffst [k,m] =

Ng∑
g=1

αgk,me
−j2πfkτ0,ge

j2πν0,g
(
fk+fc
fc

)
mTr×

e
−j2π a0,g2λ

(
fk+fc
fc

)
m2T 2

r + Ψm(fk)S∗m(fk) , (29)

where, g is the target index, Ng the total number of targets,
and αgk,m, τ0,g, ν0,g , and a0,g are the attenuation, initial delay,
initial Doppler shift, and induced acceleration of target g,
respectively. The two KT operations naturally affect all targets
simultaneously, while the DFM compensation only works
correctly if the targets experience the same acceleration. This
is because the FrFT-based estimation of parameter arot chooses
the one that maximizes the FrFT regardless of the total
number of chirps. In our case, the slow-time signal consists
of two superimposed chirps with rates â0,1 = 1.2118 m/s2

(ârot,1 = 0.9984) and â0,2 = 1.439 m/s2 (ârot,2 = 0.9981) as
seen from the complete FrFT response in Fig. 5c.
Applying the steps in Alg. 1 to (29) and assuming fc

fc+fk
≈

1− fk
fc

, we obtain the noise-free compensated response:

Xcomp
ffst [k,m] = α1

k,me
−j2πfkτ0,1ej2πν0,1mTr + α2

k,me
−j2πfkτ0,2×

(30)

ej2πν0,2mTre
−j2π

(
a0,2−a0,1

2λ

)
m2T 2

r e
j2π
(
a0,2−a0,1

2λ

)(
fk
fc

)
m2T 2

r .

As predicted by (30), for different target accelerations, both
RM and DFM are compensated for the strongest target while
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(a) Uncompensated (b) Fully compensated
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Fig. 5: a) and b) |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 response, c) FrFT response - Simulated geometry, two moving targets, noise-free, T = 4 s

TABLE VII: Two target geometry parameters

Parameter Value

v1 211.2975 m/s
v2 211.539 m/s
|α1|2 -178.84 dB
|α2|2 -176.776 dB

τ0,1 184.97 µs
ν0,1 990.791 Hz
τ0,2 165.39 µs
ν0,2 909.475 Hz

some DFM and quadratic RM remain for the second target.
A possible solution is to combine the migration compensation
approach with CLEAN-like techniques [38] where Alg. 1 is
used to detect the targets iteratively: once the strongest target
is detected, its signature is subtracted from the overall response
and the residual signal re-processed to compensate and detect
the remaining targets. To allow for this however, the target
signature model and the parameter estimates should accurately
characterize the measured signals. This is rather challenging
in our case, particularly due to:

1) Discretized delay and Doppler estimates - the delay
discretization is significant due to the narrow LDACS
bandwidth, which also limits the separation of closely
spaced targets

2) Low chirp rate estimation accuracy for low SNR
3) Lack of amplitude estimates - αg can be estimated from

the maximum peak response, this is however affected by
discretization, accuracy, and Batches processing losses.

To address these shortcomings of the non-model based ap-
proach, we aim to develop a model-based multi-target scheme
which performs joint target detection and parameter estimation
while accounting for the migration effects.

V. SUPER RESOLUTION SPARSE BAYESIAN LEARNING

The novel model-based approach uses successive interference
cancellation. It combines Bayesian estimation and SR-SBL
techniques [39]–[41] and imposes sparsity constraints on the
number of targets to indirectly account for their detection.
Moreover, it delivers not only the target delay, Doppler shift,
and acceleration estimates, not restricted to a resolution grid,
but also an accurate estimate of the number of targets as well
as their weights, addressing all three challenges above.

A. Synthetic Model Simulated Data

The fast-frequency/slow-time model derived in (17) is the
starting point for the SBL approach. To assess its suitability in
practice, we are interested to compare the responses obtained
by processing the FERS radar simulated signal with those
using synthetic model-based data. Important to note is the fact
that the cross-terms, Xm(f − ν0) in (17), are a highly non-
linear function of the true target parameters, τ0 and ν0 (see
Appendix A). Accounting for these dependencies would make
the resulting model very complex. As a result, we make the
simplifying assumption that, given IID symbols, the segments
are uncorrelated and the cross-terms negligible. Also, we
assume that, given ν0 � B, Sm(fk−ν0)S∗m(fk) ≈ |Sm(fk)|2.
The suitability of both of these assumptions will be put to test
in Section V-F. The response in (17) is therefore modeled as

Xffst [k,m] = αe−j2πfcτ0 |Sm(fk)|2 e−j2πfkτ0× (31)

e
j2πν0

(
fk+fc
fc

)
mTre

−j2π a02λ

(
fk+fc
fc

)
m2T 2

r + Ψm(fk)S∗m(fk) ,

with α assumed constant across all bins. The model-based
uncompensated as well as compensated responses, i.e., using
Alg. 1, are shown in Fig. 6 with a noise-free compensated peak
response of -55.91 dB. A qualitative assessment allows us to
conclude that the model-based responses generally match the
non-model based FERS-simulated responses in Fig. 4.

B. Sparse Bayesian Learning Observation Model

Next, we synthesize the SBL observation model. For this, we
build on (31) for the multi-target case and assume that the
signal is sampled at the bandwidth B and that the segmentation
parameters are: Lseg = 80, Nseg = 25000, and Tmax = 160.
Oversampling is not by default required since the SBL al-
gorithm considered here has SR capabilities. Also, in a real
scenario, sampling at the B ensures that the noise samples
ψ(t) in the RX remain uncorrelated. Nevertheless, from (31)
we note that the noise contribution Ψm(f)S∗m(f) for each
segment m is colored. Since colored noise is expected to make
the estimation algorithm more complex, we are interested to
whiten the noise. This is done by “dividing off” the conju-
gate spectrum contribution in (31). The resulting observation
model, which can be interpreted as directly modeling the FT
of the columns of the reshaped reflected signal matrix R, is
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(a) Uncompensated, noise-free

(b) Fully compensated - ârot = 0.9984, noise-free
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(c) Uncompensated, noisy
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(d) Fully compensated - ârot = 0.9988, noisy

Fig. 6: |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 - Synthetic model-based Delay-Doppler response, T = 4 s

given as:

Xffst [k,m]
Sm(fk)

|Sm(fk)|2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Y[k,m]

=

Ng∑
g=1

αge
−j2πfcτ0,g︸ ︷︷ ︸
wg

×

Sm(fk)e−j2πfkτ0,ge
j2πν0,g

(
fk+fc
fc

)
mTre

−j2π a0,g2λ

(
fk+fc
fc

)
m2T 2

r︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ag(θg)[k,m]

+ Ψm(fk)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ψ̂[k,m]

(32)

Y[k,m] = R[k,m] =

Ng∑
g=1

wgAg(θg)[k,m] + Ψ̂[k,m]. (33)

where wg , θg , and Ag(θg) are the weight, parameter vector,
and matrix signature of target g, respectively, while Ψ̂ is the
noise matrix. The choice of wg in (32) ensures that the target
weight is complex and constant. Since Sm(fk) varies along
fast-frequency and slow-time it can not be included in wg .
Nevertheless, Sm(fk) is known, i.e., is a function of the known
Lseg and Nseg, and can thus be part of the target signature. The
SBL observation model is expressed in matrix form as:

YK×M =

Ng∑
g=1

wgAg(θg)K×M + Ψ̂K×M . (34)

Further introducing the vector parameters as the row-
vectorised version of their matrix counterparts, we formulate
the SBL observation model in vector form as

y = X (θ) w + ψ̂ , (35)

where y = vec {Y}, x(θg) = vec {Ag(θg)}, ψ̂ = vec
{

Ψ̂
}

,
X(θ) =

[
x(θ1), · · · ,x(θNg )

]
, Θ =

[
θ1, · · · ,θNg

]
, and

w =
[
w1, · · · , wNg

]T
. The noise ψ̂ is now white circularly

symmetric complex Gaussian with zero mean and covariance
matrix Λ−1 = σ2

ψ̂
I. Also, σ2

ψ̂
models the variance of the FT

of the thermal noise samples in the RX. An accurate noise
estimate is central to the initialization, since, when the noise
level is high, the algorithm is prone to sparsify targets to a
larger degree [41]. Here, the noise power is assumed known. In
practice, an accurate noise level estimate can be obtained using
a CFAR-like approach [42]. Also, given that all the derived
expressions account for the general (full) covariance matrix
Λ−1, colored noise or clutter can also be accounted for, albeit
at the expense of an increased computational complexity.

C. Bayesian Sparse Modeling

The model in (35) is the starting point for the Bayesian
inference approach. Given measured vector y and known
target signature model X(θ), we aim to detect the number of
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targets, Ng , in a sparsely modeled radar scene, and estimate
θg = [τ0,g, ν0,g, a0,g]

T and wg for all targets. Within the
SBL framework [39], [40], sparsity constraints on w, which
indirectly account for target detection, are imposed by using
a hierarchical prior distribution such that

p(w|γ)p(γ) =

Ng∏
g=1

p(wg|γg)p(γg) , (36)

where γg is the sparsity parameter associated with target g.
In this work, we employ a Gaussian prior for the weights
p(wg|γg) = CN (wg|0, γg) and a non-informative prior for the
sparsity parameters p(γg) ∝ γ−1

g . The sparsity is enforced
through the use of independent γg , which are proportional to
the width of the prior PDF allowing one to individually control
the contribution associated with each weight wg . Parameters
γg are treated as random parameters and need to be estimated.
The full posterior distribution to be maximized is therefore

p(w,γ,θ|y) ∝ p(y|w,θ,γ)p(w|γ)p(γ)p(θ) , (37)

however it is not analytically traceable. As a result, we use the
variational Bayesian (VB) framework to construct a simpler
analytical approximation for (37) and aim to maximize its fit.
For this, we adopt the sparse VB space alternating generalized
expectation-maximization (VB-SAGE) approach from [41],
[43] to our data model in (35). The VB-SAGE is an iterative
scheme, which by means of so called hidden data permits
splitting the multi-dimensional optimization with respect to
w,γ,θ to a sequence of Ng smaller optimizations. As such,
Ng potential targets are detected and processed sequentially,
significantly reducing the complexity for long CPIs. In the
following, we summarize the VB-SAGE steps and the salient
estimation expressions associated with updating the gth target
parameters based on the available estimates of all the other
Ng − 1 target components [41], [43]:
1) Hidden data: The hidden data is characterized by the
residual signal ŷg

ŷg = y −
Ng∑

h=1,h6=g

ŵhx(θ̂h) , (38)

and can be seen as an interference cancellation step which
allows us to decouple the targets and only focus on the subset
of one single target’s parameters at a time. Compared to the
CLEAN technique, the approach used here has the advantage
of employing non-discretized accurate parameter estimates as
well as successively optimizing the parameter estimates of all
the targets. The cost function to be optimized is L(θg):

L(θg) = log
∣∣Σγ̂g (θg)

∣∣+ yHg Σ−1
γ̂g

(θg)yg , where (39)

Σγ̂g (θg) = Λ−1 + γ̂gx(θg)x(θg)
H . (40)

2) Target parameter estimation: The estimation of the param-
eter vector θg reduces then to the following optimization [41]:

θ̂g = arg min
θg

L(θg) (41)

Accounting for the non-linear relationship between x(θg) and
the elements of θg , i.e., τ0,g , ν0,g , and a0,g , the solution to

(41) is obtained numerically using gradient-based methods.
Appendix B is dedicated to evaluating the two derivatives
needed to compute the gradient ∇L(θg).
3) Sparsity parameters and signal detection: The sparsity
parameter estimation has been shown in [41] to essentially
coincide with the target detection procedure. Using the VB
framework to estimate γ̂g , the following expression is obtained

γ̂g =

{
|µg|2 − ςg, |µg|2/ςg > κ

0, otherwise
, (42)

where

µg = ςgx(θ̂g)
HΛŷg , ςg =

(
x(θ̂g)

HΛx(θ̂g)
)−1

. (43)

The condition |µg|2/ςg > κ directly determines if the target at
θ̂g remains in the model. Analyzing (42)-(43), |µg|2 represents
the absolute value squared of a matched filter response, while
|µg|2/ςg is the target output SNR, comprising the coherent
integration gain. Deciding if the gth target is present is done
by comparing the output SNR to the threshold κ, chosen as

κ = log

(
KM

√
log (KM)

ε
√

3/π

)
, (44)

where ε is the desired probability of false alarm. The selection
of κ arises as a result of the VB-SAGE inference expressions
and their relationship to the extremes of the periodogram [44].
This prevents model over-fitting and estimation of artifacts.
When the detection condition is not met, γ̂g is set to zero. This
removes the corresponding target contribution and enforces
the model sparsity. Furthermore, it can be shown that γ̂g
effectively regularizes the objective function in (41), leading
to a stable solution even for closely spaced targets.
4) Weights estimation: Lastly, the weight estimate of the gth

target is the mean of the Gaussian weight posterior distribution

ŵg = Σ̂wx(θ̂g)
HΛŷg ,where (45)

Σ̂w =
(
x(θ̂g)

HΛx(θ̂g) + γ̂−1
g

)−1

. (46)

D. Iterative Algorithm

The VB-SAGE scheme is presented in Alg. 2 and follows
a bottom-up approach. The algorithm starts with an empty
model with all estimates set to zero. Search intervals for τ0, ν0,
and a0 are defined and the target signature for each parameter
combination is evaluated. The initial estimate θ′ is the one that
maximizes the fit between the model x(θ′) and y. If the initial
detection condition is met, the target is added to the model,
the parameters updated, and the new target weight initialized.
Next, a numerical gradient-based optimization using a Broy-
den, Fletcher, Goldfarb, and Shanno (BFGS) algorithm [45]
is used to jointly estimate τ0, ν0, and a0. Then, the sparsity
parameter and the weights are estimated. The stopping crite-
rion for updating the parameters is when: i) convergence is
achieved, i.e., the maximum change in {θg, γg} between two
successive iterations is less than 0.001, or ii) the number of
iterations exceeds 30. The estimated signature is then used to
obtain the updated residual which is used to initialize new
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targets, until either the detection metric is below κ or the
number of targets is too large.
We note here that the algorithm has not yet been optimized
for speed. The computational complexity is primarily owed
to the SR capability and to the parameter initialization step.
In practice, the approach in [46] can be adopted to speed up
the former, while the discretized estimates delivered by the
migration compensation approach could be used as a-priori
information to facilitate the latter.

Algorithm 2 VB-SAGE Algorithm

1: X(θ̂)← 0, ŵ← 0, θ̂ ← ∅, ŷ← ∅
2: Compute κ from (44) using ε = 0.01
3: while Continue adding target do

4: r← y −X(θ̂)ŵ, Ψ← Λ−1 +
N̂g∑
g=1

γ̂gx(θ̂g)x(θ̂g)
H

5: θ′ ← arg maxθ

∥∥rHx(θ)
∥∥2

6: ς ′ ←
(
x(θ′)HΨ−1x(θ′)

)−1
, µ′ ← ς ′x(θ′)HΨ−1y

7: if |µ′|2/ς ′ > κ then
8: Add the new target
9: N̂g ← N̂g + 1, θ̂[0] ← [θ̂,θ′], γ̂[0] ← [γ̂, (|µ′|2 − ς ′)]

10: ŵ[0] ←
[
ŵ,

x(θ̂
N̂g

)Hr

x(θ̂
N̂g

)Hx(θ̂
N̂g

)+1/γ̂
N̂g

]
11: while not converged do
12: for g = 1 : N̂g do
13: Compute residual ŷg from (38)
14: Estimate θ̂g numerically from (41) and (40)
15: Estimate γ̂g from (42) using (43)
16: Compute ŵg from (45) using (46)
17: end for
18: end while
19: else
20: Stop adding new targets
21: end if
22: end while

E. Simulation Results and Analysis

To allow for a better understanding of the VB-SAGE scheme
we make the following observations:
O1. The algorithm delivers the estimated target weights, de-

lay, Doppler-shift, and acceleration as well the estimated
model X̂(θ) evaluated at the parameter estimates.

O2. The VB-SAGE estimates account for the RM and DFM
and can take values beyond the resolution grid. Also,
the choice of σ2

ψ̂
ensures that they account for a system

noise level equivalent to that of the thermal noise.
O3. The coherent integration gain achieved is inherent to the

VB-SAGE estimation algorithm and update expressions.
The core difference between the VB-SAGE and the KT-FrFT
approaches is that the former is a model-based while the latter
is a non-model based technique. To enable a better comparison
between the VB-SAGE algorithm results and the migration
compensation ones, we use the VB-SAGE ν̂0 and â0 estimates
to depict the RM and DFM compensation capabilities when
applied to the estimated model X̂(θ), which is inherently
noise-free. Starting from the relationship between X̂(θ) and

Âg(θg) from (35) and (33), a compensated signature can be
obtained by “correcting” the RM and DFM effects to obtain

Âcomp
g (θg)[k,m] = Sm(fk)e−j2πfk τ̂0,gej2πν̂0,gmTr , (47)

from which the model-compensated response X̂comp
ffst in (22)

can be reconstructed as

X̂comp
ffst [k,m] =

Ng∑
g=1

ŵgS
∗
m(fk)Âcomp

g (θg)[k,m] . (48)

Firstly, we apply the VB-SAGE algorithm to fully synthetic
data obtained by parametrizing (33) with the true parameters
and adding uncorrelated Gaussian noise with variance σ2

ψ̂
. We

consider the scenario with two well separated targets and use
the VB-SAGE estimates to “correct” for the migration effects
from the estimated model. The model-compensated delay-
Doppler response is shown in Fig. 7a overlaid with the VB-
SAGE estimates and true parameters. The estimates, shown as
red asterisks, closely match the true parameters, depicted as
black circles. We stress that the parameter estimates account
for the system noise and that only the compensated model,
used here for visualization purposes, is noise-free.
Additionally, we present in Fig. 7b the model-compensated
response for a closely spaced scenario: two targets with
the same Doppler shift and acceleration and delays spaced
closer than the system resolution. The latter do not allow to
distinguish between the targets, with Fig. 7b depicting a single
peak arising from the interference of the two nearby targets.
Overlaying the VB-SAGE estimates on the true parameters
nevertheless confirms that the VB-SAGE approach correctly
estimates the number of targets and their parameters. Fur-
thermore, it underlines that the algorithm is not only able
to separate the two close targets but also does not add any
false ones. The VB-SAGE estimates obtained by averaging
50 Monte Carlo simulations are summarized in Table VIII
along with the true parameters. Their means can be seen
to closely approach the true values, while their standard
deviations point to the correspondingly low estimation errors.
We also note that in the closely spaced case the delay and
weight estimation errors are, as expected, slightly larger than
in the well separated scenario.

F. Model Mismatch Sources

Having confirmed the performance of the VB-SAGE approach
when using synthetic data, we present three sources of model
mismatch that can occur when using radar data:
M1. The true target signature differs from the model.
M2. The noise samples are partially correlated.
M3. The propagation loss αg varies greatly during the CPI.
A model mismatch can reduce the estimation accuracy and
bring along a residual error which can trigger the introduction
of false targets with very small weights. We are interested
to analyze the extent to which the estimation routine may be
impacted as a result.
Let us begin with M1. The reshaping procedure used to obtain
(17) gives rise to cross-contributions. A non-linear function
of the true unknown τ0,g and ν0,g , these are currently not
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Fig. 7: |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 - VB-SAGE model-compensated Delay-Doppler response, fully synthetic, T = 4 s

TABLE VIII: VB-SAGE estimates - fully synthetic model, averaged over 50 Monte Carlo runs

Scenario Target
True/Estimated parameters

τ0,g (µs) τ̂0,g (µs) ν0,g (Hz) ν̂0,g (Hz) a0,g (m/s2) â0,g (m/s2) α2
g (dB) |ŵg |2 (dB)

Closely
spaced

1 184.97 184.975 ± 0.059 990.791 990.790 ± 0.012 1.2118 1.2117 ± 0.0017 -178.848 -178.851 ± 0.31
2 186.4 186.391 ± 0.054 990.791 990.791 ± 0.013 1.2118 1.2116 ± 0.0020 -178.848 -178.782 ± 0.25

Well
separated

1 184.97 184.965 ± 0.022 990.791 990.791 ± 0.014 1.2118 1.2118 ± 0.0022 -178.848 -178.873 ± 0.24
2 165.39 165.388 ± 0.019 909.475 909.476 ± 0.010 1.439 1.4392 ± 0.0015 -176.776 -176.785 ± 0.14

accounted for in (32). Also, the Doppler shift of the fast-time
spectrum, shown in (17), is also not accounted for. The target
signature model in (32) is therefore accurate only if: i) Xm(f−
ν0) is negligible and ii) Sm(f − ν0) ≈ Sm(f).
An initial assessment has confirmed that, even for IID symbols,
the cross-contributions can not be assumed negligible and
do result in a model mismatch when using radar simulated
data. Although difficult to model analytically, these cross-
contributions can be taken into account numerically. To con-
firm this we have applied the VB-SAGE algorithm to FERS
radar simulated data while using an updated observation model
in which the cross-contributions are modeled exactly as in (50)
using the true target parameters. Preliminary results delivered
high accuracy estimates and did not introduce any false targets.
As such, M1 can be eliminated by an appropriate extension of
the observation model, and remains the topic of future work.
Now, let us consider M2. In (35) it is assumed that the noise
samples are uncorrelated and Gaussian distributed. In reality,
the zero-padding underlying the FT operation introduces some
correlation among the noise samples, the extent of which is
partially dispersed by the row-vectorization operation used to
obtain (35) from (34). To assess the impact of the leftover
correlation, we employ partially synthetic data in which the
noise contribution is recreated according to the steps that
would be applied in practice to the radar data. These are:
• Generate Gaussian vector of dimension Lseg×Nseg+Lmax

and variance σ2
ψ

• Perform signal segmentation with Lmax samples overlap
• Take column-wise FT of the noise matrix: NFFT,ft =

2nextpow2(2×Lseg+Lmax−1).
The resulting row-vectorized “whitened” noise vector is added
to the target signature to generate the observed signal y. This
allows us to decouple the model mismatch sources and assess

solely the impact of the partially correlated noise samples (M2)
on the estimation performance. The resulting estimates are
presented in Table IX and can be compared to the ones in
Table VIII corresponding to a fully synthetic model. Also, the
associated model-compensated responses are shown in Fig. 8.
We observe that for the two closely spaced targets in Fig. 8b
the model order, i.e., number of targets, is correctly estimated.
The accuracy of the estimates, in particular of the delay, is
slightly reduced when compared to the fully synthetic case,
while |ŵg|2 are slightly larger than the true α2

g .
Comparatively, for the well separated case in Fig. 8a, the
estimates closely approach the true τ0,g, ν0,g, a0,g although
|ŵg|2 is estimated to be smaller than the ground truth. The
latter leads to the introduction of a third target with a very
small weight. The detection condition is only borderline met
for this false target since |µ3|2 /ς3 is only slightly larger than
κ. Decreasing ε, would increase the threshold κ and correctly
prevent the introduction of this artifact. Indeed, simulations
show that for ε = 0.001, only the actual targets are detected.
Alternatively, we can reduce the FFT size to NFFT,ft2 =
2nextpow2(Lseg+Lmax−1). NFFT,ft is needed to ensure that the
frequency domain fast-time circular correlation maps to a
linear correlation in time domain. Nevertheless, only the first
Lmax fast-time bin samples, corresponding to τmax, are kept
after returning to time domain. Using the reduced NFFT,ft2 still
ensures a linear correlation for the first Lmax bins. For the case
considered here, using NFFT,ft2 = 256 instead of NFFT,ft = 512
drastically decreases the amount of zero-padding and mini-
mizes the noise samples correlation. Simulations confirm our
intuition, with the results obtained for NFFT,ft2 = 256 shown
in the first row of Table X for the constant αg case and the
original ε = 0.01. As one can see, only the true targets are
detected and no artifacts are introduced.
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Fig. 8: |χCAF(τH , νH)|2 - VB-SAGE model-compensated Delay-Doppler response, partially synthetic, T = 4 s

TABLE IX: VB-SAGE estimates - partially synthetic model

Scenario Target
True/Estimated parameters

τ0,g (µs) τ̂0,g (µs) ν0,g (Hz) ν̂0,g (Hz) a0,g (m/s2) â0,g (m/s2) α2
g (dB) |ŵg|2 (dB)

Closely spaced
1 184.97 184.93 990.791 990.7939 1.2118 1.2120 -178.848 -178.4485
2 186.4 186.34 990.791 990.8196 1.2118 1.2165 -178.848 -178.2217

Well separated
1 184.97 184.93 990.791 990.7972 1.2118 1.2124 -178.848 -178.4622
2 165.39 165.39 909.475 909.4924 1.439 1.4411 -176.776 -177.1232
3 - 176.26 - 958.0301 - 1.1022 - -194.1548

TABLE X: VB-SAGE estimates - partially synthetic model, reduced zero-padding

Scenario Target
True/Estimated parameters

τ0,g (µs) τ̂0,g ν0,g (Hz) ν̂0,g a0,g (m/s2) â0,g α2
g (dB) |ŵg|2 (dB)

Well separated
αg constant

1 184.97 184.93 990.791 990.7966 1.2118 1.2124 -178.848 -178.4742
2 165.39 165.39 909.475 909.4923 1.439 1.4411 -176.776 -177.1350

Well separated
αg variations

1 184.97 184.93 990.791 990.7966 1.2118 1.2124 [-178.45,-178.85] -178.2811
2 165.39 165.39 909.475 909.4921 1.439 1.4410 [-176.34,-176.78] -176.9077

Finally, we consider M3 and note that αg , so far assumed
constant, can vary during the CPI due to the target movement.
Given that VB-SAGE expects a constant wg , M3 can be of
concern for scenarios with large variations in αg . To assess
its impact, we consider the joint effect of M2 and M3, i.e.,
partially correlated noise samples with reduced zero-padding
and αg variations during the CPI. To reproduce the slow-
time variation in αg , we interpolate between the true target
position at the start and end of the CPI to obtain αg at the
beginning of each segment. For the velocities considered here,
characteristic of typical commercial aircraft, α2

g varies as given
in the second row of Table X. These varying weights are
multiplied with the target signature and combined with the
partially-correlated noise samples to generate the observed
signal. Applying the VB-SAGE to this scenario we obtain the
results summarized in Table X. Although both M2 and M3
are included in the synthetic simulated data, the estimation
accuracy remains good, and no false targets are added.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we investigated the limitations that the RM and
DFM impose when using a long CPI to integrate the LDACS
reflected signals. Motivated by the large impact of the DFM

even for non-accelerating targets, we combined the state-of-
the-art KT and FrFT techniques to jointly compensate for
both RM and DFM. The results showed that if the geometry-
induced acceleration is accurately estimated, the migration
effects can be compensated and the target energy refocused.
Nevertheless, for low input SNR conditions specific to a
passive radar operation, estimating the small acceleration using
the FrFT has a reduced accuracy and results in an imperfect
DFM compensation, preventing a coherent SNR increase.
Additionally, this approach suffers from discretization losses
and does not have SR capabilities. The latter is particularly
crucial in our case due to the narrow LDACS bandwidth.
Moreover, we have shown that the coupling of the migration
effects and the superposition of multiple chirps in multi-target
scenarios prevent applying this non-model based approach for
the simultaneous compensation of RM and DFM of all targets.
Furthermore, the reduced accuracy and discretized parameter
estimates as well as the lack of amplitude estimates pose addi-
tional challenges for alternative CLEAN-like implementations.
To address all these shortcomings, we proposed a novel model-
based SR-SBL estimation technique. For this, we synthesized
a multi-target observation model which accurately depicts the
RM and DFM effects and used the VB-SAGE algorithm
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to perform joint target detection and parameter estimation
whilst employing long CPIs. In the proposed approach, which
implements a successive interference cancellation that goes
beyond CLEAN, the migration effects are accounted for in the
observation model employed for the SR estimation algorithm.
Additionally, the target weights are also estimated. The results
obtained using synthetic data accurately represent the radar
scene of interest in terms of the number of targets and
their parameters. Also, the absolute values of the complex
target weights closely match the propagation loss factors.
Regarding the use of this approach with radar data, three
possible sources of model mismatch were identified: 1) target
signature model mismatch, 2) correlated noise samples, and 3)
propagation loss variations. Our analysis has shown that the
third has a negligible impact for realistic target movements,
while the impact of the second can be significantly reduced
by using a row-vectorized operation and reducing the FT size.
Comparatively, the first source can can have a rather large
impact in practice. Indeed, a target signature model mismatch
may arise due to the cross-contributions originating from the
reshaping process underlying the Batches processing. These
cross-contributions are not easily analytically traceable and
therefore currently not accounted for in the target signature
model. A preliminary assessment has nevertheless confirmed
that the cross-contributions can be taken into account numeri-
cally and that this source of model mismatch can be eliminated
in future work by a proper extension of the observation model.

APPENDIX A

Signal rm(t′) consists of a delayed version of the segment of
interest sm(t′) as well as of cross-contributions. The cross-
contributions arise from neighboring segments sm−ml(t

′) and
sm+mr (t

′), where ml (mr) are the indices to the left (right)
of slow-time index m, the contents of which are partially of
completely found in rm(t′). Accounting for these contributions
we rewrite (16) in the form given in (49), where Lm,a and
Lmax are the number of samples in the target delay in the
mth segment and in τmax. Assuming that Lseg is chosen such
that the target range and velocity are constant within a segment
while the acceleration-induced phase change is negligible, (49)
can be further simplified as given in (50). Using the Parseval
theorem we obtain (51) as a fast-frequency domain equivalent
of (50), which is further simplified as in (52). The quantities
Splm−ml(f) and Sprm+mr (f) are the FT of the adjacent segment
contributions in the mth segment. The number of these cross-
contributions as well as their size are both a function of Lseg,
Lmax, and Lm,a. Realistically assuming that fc− ν0 ≈ fc and
ν2

0 � fc allows to simplify (52) further as specified in (17).

APPENDIX B

Using the identity Trace(ABC) = Trace(CAB) the deriva-
tive of the log term in (41) is given in (53). Also, the derivative
of the quadratic term in (41) is shown in (54) while the
combined cost function gradient in (55). Using the matrix
inversion lemma we express

Σ−1

γ̂g
(θg) = Λ− 1

1/γ̂g + x(θg)HΛx(θg)
Λx(θg)x(θg)

HΛ .

(57)

Substituting (57) in (55) and computing the analytical deriva-
tives of x(θg) with respect to θg,1 ≡ τ0,g , θg,2 ≡ ν0,g , and
θg,3 ≡ a0,g , the parameters can be numerically estimated.
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